Dear Sports Friends,
Up-to-date news on the CSIT - International Workers and Amateurs in Sports Confederation

CSIT World Sports Games 2019 - FINAL INVITATION

Tortosa is getting ready. The beautiful region in Catalonia (Spain) is looking forward to hosting the 6th CSIT World Sports Games (WSG) from July 2-7, 2019. The CSIT expects in Tortosa the biggest edition of all CSIT games so far. Several thousands of participants from all over the world will come to Catalonia to practice in 30 different kinds of sports and sports for all activities in the best atmosphere and conditions. The Tortosa Organizing Committee TORTOC is additionally preparing many activities and cultural programs around the WSG 2019. Participants and spectators will have the possibility to enjoy many different touristic and cultural packages. More info at www.csit.tv
Official Invitation and Website WSG 2019

Today all CSIT member unions, partners, friends and possible participants will get the official and detailed final invitation for the WSG 2019 via all CSIT communication channels. Actual information can already be found on all CSIT social media channels like Facebook, Instagram and YouTube using "CSIT World Sports Games & Single Championships". The official Games Website is about to be finished and will be online very soon, as well as the WSG 2019-APP with all detailed information about venues, sports activities, demonstration sports and cultural and side events. All information will be gathered on www.csit.tv.

Outstanding natural and an excellent infrastructure

Tortosa and the region Terres de l'Ebre south of Barcelona is located between the Ports and Delta de l'Ebre natural parks. In a Biosphere Reserve, stands Tortosa, a Mediterranean city with a history going back thousands of years. Tortosa is known as the city of three cultures: Jewish, Christian and Muslim and is the capital of the region of Terres de l'Ebre. A region with beautiful beaches that stands out for its combination of an outstanding natural and an excellent tourism and sports infrastructure. As well as a consolidated hotel infrastructure with very favorable and reasonable all-in accommodations, being an outstanding destination for lovers of good food and one of the benchmarks of Catalan cuisine as an exponent of the Mediterranean cuisine that has achieved such merit worldwide.
Great sports offer with great partners at the WSG Tortosa 2019

In addition to the classic 14 CSIT sports, participants of the WSG 2019 can expect many other sports from various partners of CSIT. 16 cooperation associations will be holding their championships as part of the WSG, bringing a lot of new spirit to CSIT. Classic Golf is one of the new sports in the CSIT program as well as Pitch and Putt (IPPA), which is a smaller version of Classic Golf. Likewise Minigolf, Handball, POSA Pole-Dance, WOF World O-Sport, IRV Wheel Gymnastics, IFA Fistball, ICU Cheerleading, FXC Fireball Extreme, Powerlifting, IAAF American Football, IUTRA Trail Running, WDSF World Dance Sport Federation and Roller Skating. Also Paraspport will be in the WSG for the first time, which is a great wish of CSIT President Bruno Molea. At the last meeting in Berne, CSIT ExCom agreed that it is possible to stage Paraspport Championships in football, handball, basketball and swimming as part of the CSIT WSG.

1st World Championship in Media Golf in the WSG 2019

For the first time ever CSIT is organizing a Golf tournament within the framework of the CSIT World Sports Game in Tortosa. The aim is not only to extend the sport offer for CSIT members with a trendy sport on one side but also and for all to bring international Journalists to the World Sports Games on the other side. There will be three Golf tournaments in one. 1) The CSIT Golf Trophy for CSIT members, 2) The Golf Guest Invitational for CSIT guest and 3) The World Media Golf Masters, the 1st World Championship in Media Golf only for Journalists on separate invitation, all competing for the World Sports Games title. The tournament is played on two traditional golf courses PANORAMICA GOLF, SPORTS & RESORT (Sant Jordi) and in the BONMONT CLUB GOLF (Mont-Roig del Camp).
CSIT Congress in Tortosa

The next CSIT Congress will be held 22-28 October 2018 in Tortosa, Catalonia, Spain. The city of Tortosa, the region Terres de l’Ebre, member union UCEC and CSIT are pleased to invite the members of the CSIT Executive Committee, chairmen and secretaries of Technical Commissions, members of Working Groups and representatives of all Member Unions to the 40th Congress of the International Workers and Amateurs in Sports Confederation in Tortosa, which is the host region of the 6th CSIT World Sports Games in July 2019. Welcome besides all stakeholders of the international workers and amateurs in sports movement are furthermore all partners of the CSIT.

2018 CSIT Swimming Championships

220 swimmers from Italy, Austria, Netherlands, Belgium and Russia (NSC, ASKÖ, FROS, AICS, AFSTB, BFSWF, ATOM-SPORT, ACSI) took part at the 2018 CSIT Swimming Championships from September 11 to 16 in the Swimming Complex Bella Italia EFA Village in Lignano-Sabbiadoro (Italy). It was a perfect event, organized by CSIT member union AICS from Italy. Best teams came from ASKÖ Austria (2.196 Points), AICS Italy (1.152) and NCS The Netherlands (898). The attendance in the Internet and Social Media was big too. Various facebook posts have been published during the Championships, both Photos and Videos with a huge number of interactions. Several thousand people watched the swimming-events via LIVE-stream, the channel directly or through CSIT ‘s Facebook Channel "CSIT World Sports Games & Single Championships"!
CSIT Seniors get organized

Schielleiten in Austria was the host city for the CSIT formation course 2018 for Seniors 55+ organized by CSIT member organization ASKÖ. Instructors from FSGT - France, DAI - Denmark, HAPOEL - Israel and ASKÖ - Austria met from 21th to 23th of September 2018 in the wonderful castle of Schielleiten in Austria under the lead of CSIT Vice-President Palle Thomsen and Uschi Mortinger (ASKÖ). It was an intensive but interesting weekend for the seniors with a lot of new activities, that gives all a creative input and innovative ideas for the upcoming events. All instructors will translate the new content to be able to use them for their own stakeholders "at home". The seniors had several interesting presentations of top lecturers from the University of Vienna and the Austrian Sports & Healthcare sector. Next appointment for the seniors will be in 2019 in Tortosa, Catalonia at the CSIT World Sports Games (WSG). CSIT is looking forward to a high number of senior participants at the 6th CSIT WSG in Tortosa 2019, to ensure the widest possible exchange of know-how between specialists from around the world.